
academia latinitatis aestiva 

LATIN SUMMER ACADEMY
weekdays 12-23 August 2019

Registrar registration form here
il@liturgyinstitute.org
+44 20 8862 2156
Audit: no exam, no mark, no credit
Credit course: Proficient Latin for Liturgists

Instructors 
Beginners: Jonathan Day
Intermediate: Laura Pooley
Advanced: Daniel Vowles
Cicero:  Laura Pooley - Daniel Vowles

Location Institutum Liturgicum
74 Castlebar Road, Ealing, London W5 2DD

Limited rooms at Ealing Abbey House for Guests; 

Local Bed and Breakfasts here.

Publications
Ossa: The Mere Bones of Latin. 
Listen to the Word.
“Collectarum Latinitatis” in Appreciating  
       the Collect: An Irenic Methodology. 

Institvtvm
L itvrgicvm

London

Proficient Latin
Afternoon sessions for credit by KU Leuven are 
now supplemented by morning sessions offered 
not for credit by IL London. Enrol for both! We 
read: scriptural, liturgical, patristic, canonical, 
magisterial, scholastic, musical texts. Learn: 

◆ indirect discourse  ◆ object sentences 
◆ gerunds and gerundives  ◆ conditionals

Take Proficient Latin & Reading Cicero’s Letters

Beginning Latin
From the first encounter with the Latin language, 
students read and work with Latin texts. Learn:

◆ the verb in all times of the indicative and  
   commands: active, passive, deponent; 
◆ Nouns, adjectives, pronouns, prepositions; 
◆ Relative clauses, conjunctions.

KU Leuven students prepare for the sufficiency 
exam in Christian Latin: A08A0A.

Intermediate Latin
Read texts from every era and genre of literature, 
including canonical texts and opinions. Learn: 

◆ the forms and usages of the subjunctive; 
◆ sequence of tenses 
◆ participles’ natural meaning, ablative absolute.

KU Leuven students prepare for the sufficiency 
exam in Christian Latin: A08A1A.

Reading Cicero’s Letters
Almost the whole language is present in every 
letter Cicero wrote to his family and friends. This  
reading course provides clear understanding.

cANON LAW STUDENTS are encouraged to take 
Beginning Latin before begining your course 

in Canon law. In the next summer take Intermediate 
Latin before taking the sufficiency exam. 
After Proficienct Latin take the second Latin exam.
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